Batteries

Aircraft
Batteries
is it time
to embrace
Lithium-Ion?

F1 is GO!

Brian Hope visits battery producer DMS technologies to discover
where battery technology is headed

A

viation is, by its nature, a pretty
conservative industry; you
only have to look at engine
technology to prove that – even
‘new technology’ Rotax has only
just gone over to computer-controlled engine
management whilst most of us can’t remember
when it was introduced into the mass produced
car market, it was so long ago.
As owners of Permit aircraft, we are
somewhat more fortunate than the CoA/EASA
crowd because it is much easier to adopt new
products that have been introduced into the
‘Experimental’ marketplace, hence the plethora
of glass in even the most basic of light Permit
types these days, whilst many production
aircraft are still marooned in the analogue age
of the last century.
A spin-off from computer development that
has yet to gather much pace in recreational
Permit GA is battery technology. The everexpanding number of computer and ecofriendly transport devices require electrical
power, with industry moving battery technology
on considerably from the lead-acid batteries
that still grace many an aircraft firewall. Quite
rightly, I think, there has been a reticence to
‘fit and forget’ the new generations of battery
that we have seen over the past 20 years
or so, because a fair few have had their
shortcomings and failings in an automotive/
aviation environment. However, many would
argue that the power, size and weight saving
benefits of modern Lithium batteries are
certainly worth considering.

The problem is that there is a degree of
confusion and ‘old wives tales’ that have grown
up with Lithium battery technology; let’s face
it, if even Boeing can get it wrong with the
Dreamliner electrical system, what chance you
or I?
Varley is a battery company that goes
back many years and is now part of DMS
technologies which operates from a modern
factory in Romsey, Hants. DMS was formed
over 30 years ago and is predominantly a
lead-acid battery provider to industry. They
make emergency starter packs for the military
and organisations like the AA, and also provide
power packs to British Rail to operate the
track points. They have also worked with the
motorsport industry for many years developing
high cranking power battery systems to reliably
start race engines; their Red Top Absorbent
Glass Mat (AGM) lead-acid batteries have
been a favourite motorsport solution for many
years.
About seven years ago, DMS started looking
at Lithium battery technology as a new solution
for the harsh motorsport environment, and their
research and development has culminated in a
range of Lithium-Ion batteries that now gaining
wide acceptance where high power, reliability
and low weight are the primary requirements.
Aviation is a logical extension of those
requirements.
DMS is almost certainly the only company
designing and assembling Lithium batteries
in the UK for the motorsport and aviation
industries. I recently paid them a visit to learn

more about Lithium batteries and discover why
they believe the time is now right for GA to start
considering Lithium technology as a safe and
viable option to lead-acid. As a non-expert,
I felt it was best to ask a range of questions
that any potential adopter of a Lithium battery
might ask, and Sebastian Wollam and Phil
Gibson were happy to provide answers in
layman’s terms. But first I spoke with our own
Engineering Department to see where they
stood on Lithium-Ion.
Where does the LAA stand on fitting a Lithium
battery?
Jon and Andy have visited DMS and witnessed
their design, manufacturing and testing
regimes and are satisfied that as a new
technology it is well developed and can be
considered for aircraft installations. A small
number of owners have now fitted Lithium
batteries and they are being monitored to
ensure satisfactory safety standards and
results. LAA Engineering is now at a stage
where wider use of Lithium batteries can be
accepted subject to owners discussing their
application with them.
Are Varley Lithium batteries safe?
They are considered to be as safe as
any battery that is fitted and used as
recommended. The company uses cylindrical
LiFePO4 Lithium-Ion cells which are the safest
Lithium battery technology available. They
meet UN regulations which stipulate that
Lithium batteries must undergo a number
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of tests to ensure that a battery is safe
for transportation. These include altitude
simulation, thermal test (high/low temp
cycling), vibration, shock, short circuit, crush,
over-charge and forced discharge.
How are the batteries made?
DMS manufactures a bespoke battery case
and builds each battery from high quality
LiFePO4 cells manufactured in China. If we

(Above) The three Lithium-Ion batteries
that DMS recommends for aviation use.
These will start anything from a two-stroke
Rotax to a 300hp, six-cylinder Lycoming.
(Below) The Li-16’s internals. Note
substancial connecting straps and air
gaps. A Lithium battery warms up in use,
meaning the second and third crankings
are stronger.

take the Li-5, each individual cell nominally
produces 3.2 volts and 1.1 Ampere-hours (Ah),
so they are packed in fours – 12.8 volts and
then in blocks depending on the Ah rating of
the battery. The cells are joined by substantial
metal straps to ensure the full power of each
cell is available and power is evenly distributed
during recharging, keeping the battery in
balance.
Can the battery be mounted in any
orientation?
Yes, but naturally it must be
protected from extreme heat
sources such as exhaust
systems etc.
Do I need a special alternator/
regulator/rectifier?
Varley Lithium batteries are
designed to work with 14.2 –
14.6v alternators so standard 12V
aviation alternator systems will work
just fine. If your aircraft still has a
dynamo, then you may need to fit
a different regulator, depending on
what is currently fitted. DMS will be
happy to advise.
What about off-aircraft charging?
If you want leave your battery on
charge over a long period, say when
the aircraft is not in use over the
winter, you will need to buy a special
charger as smart chargers
›
designed for lead-acid will
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damage a Lithium battery over an extended
period. You would, however, be able to
recharge a Lithium battery from a conventional
charge overnight.
Does the battery slowly discharge if left
unused?
To all intents and purposes no, when
compared to lead-acid. An unused battery will
retain pretty well maximum charge up to six
months, and will only need a top up after 12.
It is best to disconnect it if being left for a long
period.
How is Lithium battery capacity measured?
Capacity is capacity, 16Ah is 16Ah whether it’s
a lead-acid or a lithium battery. However, for
typical engine start and re-charge applications,
capacity is not the overriding requirement,
although in an aviation context, it will affect the
amount of time your electrical components will
operate should you have a charging system
failure while airborne.
What about Starting Current?
Cold Cranking Amps (CCA) is a rating
designed for lead-acid and does not translate
well for Lithium batteries. However, cranking
power is where the Lithium battery scores.
A Li-16 (16.1Ah) battery will provide similar
starting power to a good quality 30Ah leadacid battery, and what is more, it will provide
it at a maximum 12v right to the end whereas
the lead-acid voltage drops off steadily from
the outset.
So, how great is the weight saving?
Consider the above example of a Varley Lithium
Li-16 compared to that same company’s
lead-acid Red Top 30; the Li-16 weighs 3.2kg
compared with the Red Top 30s 10.6kg. If we
compare capacity-to-capacity, the Red Top 15

“A Li-16 (16.1Ah) battery
will provide similar
starting power to a good
quality 30Ah lead-acid
battery, and what is
more, it will provide it
at a maximum 12v right
to the end whereas the
lead-acid voltage drops
off steadily”

installation, DMS recommends the Varley Li-5
which is a 99L x 82W x 95H 5.5Ah battery that
weighs just 1.1kg. For the Rotax two-stroke
engines such as the 582, DMS can supply the
2.4Ah Li-3 which weighs just 0.5kg and is 114L
x 40W x 90H. Do not forget though that if your
engine requires an engine to keep running
you must consider battery capacity should the
alternator fail in flight.
How long will the battery last?
This is still a relatively new technology but DMS
are confident that if a Lithium battery is installed
and used correctly, there is no reason why it
shouldn’t last as long as a lead-acid equivalent.
Seven years is quoted as a reasonable
expectation.

I have heard that if you completely discharge
the battery it will be unsalvageable?
Varley Lithium batteries do recover better from
deep discharging than lead acid batteries,
however it is not recommended that you
completely flatten a battery as it is likely that
damage will occur, especially if left in that state.

So what are the downsides?
From an operational standpoint, Lithium
batteries do not respond well to extreme low
temperature cold-soaking, but we are talking
temperatures rarely experienced in the UK.
If the vehicle or battery is kept overnight in a
warmer environment, then this is not a problem.
From a financial point of view, a Lithium battery
is going to cost substantially more. However, it’s
horses for courses and often in motorsport or
aviation, considerable sums of money are spent
trying to reduce weight, and from that angle a
Lithium battery is a good deal.
As of going to press, the RRPs for the three
different sized Lithium batteries mentioned in
this article are: Li-3 £115, Li-5 £199 and Li-16
£565, all excluding vat. However DMS offers a
10% discount to LAA members.

What size battery do I need?
Typically the Li-16 we have been talking about
is designed for V8 engines or IO-540-type
six-cylinder aviation engines, so it is overkill for
many recreational GA applications. For a Rotax

Who can I talk to about my requirements if I still
have questions?
DMS is happy to help with technical questions.
You can contact them by phone on 01794
525400 or by email at sales@dmstech.co.uk. ■

weighs 5.5kg, still significantly heavier. Size-wise
the Li-16 is just 203L x 78W x 139H.

Some of DMS’s wide-range of
industrial products. Lithium-Ion is
still a small part of its business but is
making in-roads into what is leadacid’s domain.
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